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Abstract

We provide a simple translation from the satisfiability problem for regular grammar logics with converse into GF$^2$, which is the intersection of the guarded fragment and the 2-variable fragment of first-order logic. This translation is theoretically interesting because it translates modal logics with certain frame conditions into first-order logic, without explicitly expressing the frame conditions. Using the same method, one can show that other modal logics can be naturally translated into GF$^2$, including nominal tense logics and intuitionistic propositional logic. In our view, the results in this paper provide strong evidence that the natural first-order fragment corresponding to modal logics, is GF$^2$.

1 Introduction

Translating modal logics. Modal logics are used in many areas of Computer Science, as for example knowledge representation, model-checking, and temporal reasoning. In order to reason with knowledge bases, or to check that a certain temporal program meets a certain specification, one needs to be able to do theorem proving in modal logics. For theorem proving in modal logics, two main approaches can be distinguished. Either one develops a theorem prover directly for the logic under consideration, or one translates the logic into a general logic, usually first-order logic. Translation of modal logics into first-order logic, with the explicit goal to mechanise such logics is an approach that has been introduced in [31]. Morgan distinguishes two types of translations: The semantical translation, which is nowadays known as the relational translation (see e.g., [36]) and the syntactic translation, which consists in reifying modal formulae by translating the formula, together with the axioms and
inference rules from a Hilbert-style system into classical logic using an additional provability predicate. Until recent, it appeared that this method was not suitable for obtaining decision procedures, but in the recent paper [26], this method has been modified. The authors were able to translate a couple of modal logics, including KT, KD, KB, into GF² by proving a bound on the size of the formulas that can occur in Hilbert-style proofs. It is surprising that this method, with a philosophy which is completely different from our translation method, arrives for these logics at a very similar translation. This is a point that needs further investigation.

Here we study the semantic method for obtaining decision procedures. Our goal is to translate a modal logic into a decidable fragment of first-order logic, which preferably has the same complexity as the modal logic, and which allows theorem proving techniques that are similar to the ones allowed by the original modal logic. A survey on translation methods for modal logics can be found in [32], where more references are provided.

**Guarded fragments.** Both the guarded fragment, introduced in [2] (see also [21]) and FO², the fragment of classical logic with two variables [17,22], have been used for this purpose. The authors of [2] explicitly mention the goal of identifying ‘the modal fragment of first-order logic’ as a motivation for introducing the guarded fragment. Apart from satisfying nice logical properties [2], the guarded fragment GF has an EXPTIME-complete satisfiability problem, in case the maximal arity of the predicate symbols is fixed in advance [21]. Moreover, efficient mechanisation of the guarded fragment is possible thanks to the design of resolution-based decision procedures [5,8]. In [24], a tableau procedure for the guarded fragment with equality is implemented and tested; a tableau procedure FO² is described in [28].

Unfortunately, there are some simple modal logics with the satisfiability problem in PSPACE, which can be translated neither into GF, nor into FO² by the relational translation. The reason for this is the fact that the frame condition that characterizes the logic cannot be expressed in GF ∪ FO². The simplest examples of such logics are K4 and S4. Transitivity cannot be expressed in GF ∪ FO².

Because of the apparent insufficiency of GF to capture some of the basic modal logics, various extensions of GF have been proposed and studied. For instance, GF² with transitive guards is 2EXPTIME-complete [33,27] whereas μGF, the guarded fragment of first-order logic extended with a μ-calculus-style fixed point operator, is still decidable and in 2EXPTIME. This fragment does contain the simple modal logics S4, but the resulting decision procedure is much more complicated than a direct decision procedure would be. After all, there exist simple tableaux procedures for S4. In addition, μGF does not have the finite model property, although S4 has.

**Almost structure-preserving translations.** An approach that seems better suited for theorem proving, and that does more justice to the low complexities of the simple modal logics is the approach taken in [6,17]. There, an
almost structure-preserving translation from the modal logics S4, S5 and K5 into GF² was given. The correctness proofs there were ad hoc, and at that time it was not clear upon which principles they are based. Here we show that this translation method relies on the fact that the frame conditions for S4 and K5 are regular in some sense that will be made precise in Section 2. Some subformulas are translated into a sequence of GF² formulas simulating a finite-state automaton, the structure of which depends on the frame condition. The simplicity of the method leaves hope that GF² may be rich enough after all to naturally capture most of the usual modal logics.

The theoretical interest of the translation method lies in the fact that the translation method preserves the structure of the formula almost completely. Only for subformulas of form [a]φ does the translation differ from the relational translation. On these subformulas, a sequence of formulas is generated that simulates an NDFA based on the frame condition for the modal logic. In our view, this translation also provides an explanation why some modal logics like S4, have nice tableau procedures (see e.g. [20,30]): The tableau rule for subformulas of form [a]φ can be viewed as simulating our translation for a subformula of form [a]φ, which in turn simulates an NDFA corresponding to a closure property of the underlying logic.

Plan of the paper. We show that the methods of [6] can be extended to a large class of modal logics. The class of modal logics that we consider is the class of regular grammar logics with converse. The axioms of such modal logics are of form [a₀]p ⇒ [a₁]⋯[aₙ]p, where each [aᵢ] is either a forward or a backward modality. Another condition called regularity is required and will be formally defined in Section 2.

With our translation, we are able to translate numerous modal logics into GF² despite the fact that their frame conditions are not expressible in FO² ∪ GF: These logics include the standard modal logics K4, S4, K5, K45, S5, description logics, nominal tense logics (if we allow constants and equality in GF²), and propositional intuitionistic logic, to quote a few classes of logics.

Related work. Complexity issues for regular grammar logics have been studied in [10,11] (see also [3]), whereas grammar logics are introduced in [15]. Frame conditions involving the converse relations are not treated in [10,11]. The current work can be viewed as a natural continuation of [6] and [10]. The frame conditions considered in the present work can be defined by the MSO definable closure operators [18]. However, in contrast with the method of [18], we obtain the optimal complexity upper bound for the class of regular grammar logics with converse (EXPTIME), whereas the method of [18] obtains a non-elementary upper bound.

As already mentioned, the recent paper [26] presents another translation of modal logics into GF², by adequately encoding the modal formula and the axioms, and by showing that the set of formulas that can occur in a proof is finite. Although for logics such as S4, the method in [26] results in the same formulas as ours, it is still open how the methods are related in the
general case. For instance, no regularity conditions are explicitly involved in [26] whereas this is a central point in our work. Finally, it should be noted that this paper is a short version of [12], which contains all proofs that are omitted in this paper.

2 Regular Grammar Logics with Converse

Formal grammars are a convenient way of defining frame properties for modal logics. Many standard modal logics can be nicely defined by a grammar logic. We give examples at the end of this section, in Table 1 and Example 2.9 After Example 2.9 we describe a sequence of logics which are not regular grammar logics. In order to define regular grammar logics, we recall below a few definitions from formal language theory, semi-Thue systems, and finite-state automata.

2.1 Semi-Thue Systems

An alphabet $\Sigma$ is a finite set $\{a_1, \ldots, a_m\}$ of symbols. We write $\Sigma^*$ to denote the set of finite strings that can be built over elements of $\Sigma$, and we write $\epsilon$ for the empty string. We write $u_1 \cdot u_2$ for the concatenation of two strings. For a string $u \in \Sigma^*$, we write $|u|$ to denote its length. A language over some alphabet $\Sigma$ is defined as a subset of $\Sigma^*$.

A semi-Thue system $S$ over $\Sigma$ is defined as a subset of $\Sigma^* \times \Sigma^*$. The pairs $(u_1, u_2) \in \Sigma^* \times \Sigma^*$ are called production rules. We will mostly write $u_1 \rightarrow u_2$ instead of $(u_1, u_2)$ for production rules. The system $S$ will be said to be context-free if $S$ is finite and all the production rules are in $\Sigma \times \Sigma^*$. The one-step derivation relation $\Rightarrow_S$ is defined as follows: Put $u \Rightarrow_S v$ iff there exist $u_1, u_2 \in \Sigma^*$, and $u' \rightarrow v' \in S$, such that $u = u_1 \cdot u' \cdot u_2$, and $v = u_1 \cdot v' \cdot u_2$. The full derivation relation $\Rightarrow'_S$ is defined as the reflexive and transitive closure of $\Rightarrow_S$. Finally, for every $u \in \Sigma^*$, we write $L_S(u)$ to denote the language $\{v \in \Sigma^* : u \Rightarrow'_S v\}$.

A context-free semi-Thue system $S$, based on $\Sigma$ is called regular if for every $a \in \Sigma$, the language $L_S(a)$ is regular. In that case, one can associate to each $a \in \Sigma$ an NDFA (non-deterministic finite automaton) recognizing the language $L_S(a)$.

2.2 Grammar Logics with Converse

In grammar logics, modal frame conditions are expressed by the production rules of semi-Thue systems. For example, transitivity on the relation $R_a$ is expressed by the production rule $a \rightarrow a \cdot a$. Similarly, reflexivity can be expressed by $a \rightarrow \epsilon$. We also allow frame conditions that contain the converses of accessibility relations. For this reason, we will associate to every symbol $a$ in the alphabet a unique converse symbol $\overline{a}$. Using converses, for example symmetry on the relation $R_a$ can be represented by the production rule $a \rightarrow \overline{a}$
whereas euclideanity on the relation $R_a$ can be represented by the production rule $a \to \overline{a} \cdot a$.

Given an alphabet $\Sigma$, we define the multimodal language $\mathcal{L}^\Sigma$ based on $\Sigma$. In order to do this, we assume a countably infinite set $\text{PROP} = \{p_0, p_1, \ldots\}$ of propositional variables. Then $\mathcal{L}^\Sigma$ is recursively defined as follows:

$$\phi, \psi ::= p \mid \bot \mid T \mid \neg \phi \mid \phi \land \psi \mid \phi \lor \psi \mid [a] \phi \mid \langle a \rangle \phi$$

for $p \in \text{PROP}$ and $a \in \Sigma$. We define the negation normal form (NNF) as usual: $\neg$ is applied only on members of PROP. We will make use of the NNF when we translate formulas to $\text{GF}^2$.

Let $\Sigma$ be an alphabet. A $\Sigma$-frame is a pair $\mathcal{F} = \langle W, R \rangle$, such that $W$ is non-empty, and $R$ is a mapping from the elements of $\Sigma$ to binary relations over $W$. So, for each $a \in \Sigma$, $R_a \subseteq W \times W$. A $\Sigma$-model $\mathcal{M} = \langle W, R, V \rangle$ is obtained by adding a valuation function $V$ with signature $\text{PROP} \to \mathcal{P}(W)$ to the frame. The satisfaction relation $\models$ is defined in the usual way.

- For $p \in \text{PROP}$, $\mathcal{M}, x \models p$ iff $x \in V(p)$.
- For $a \in \Sigma$, $\mathcal{M}, x \models [a] \phi$ iff for all $y$, s.t. $R_a(x, y)$, $\mathcal{M}, y \models \phi$.
- For $a \in \Sigma$, $\mathcal{M}, x \models \langle a \rangle \phi$ iff there is an $y$, s.t. $R_a(x, y)$ and $\mathcal{M}, y \models \phi$.
- $\mathcal{M}, x \models \phi \land \psi$ iff $\mathcal{M}, x \models \phi$ and $\mathcal{M}, x \models \psi$.
- $\mathcal{M}, x \models \phi \lor \psi$ iff $\mathcal{M}, x \models \phi$ or $\mathcal{M}, x \models \psi$.
- $\mathcal{M}, x \models \neg \phi$ iff it is not the case that $\mathcal{M}, x \models \phi$.

A formula $\phi$ is said to be true in the $\Sigma$-model $\mathcal{M}$ (written $\mathcal{M} \models \phi$) iff for every $x \in W$, $\mathcal{M}, x \models \phi$. A $\Sigma$-frame maps the symbols in $\Sigma$ to binary relations on $W$. This mapping can be extended to the full language $\Sigma^\ast$ as follows:

- $R_e$ equals $\{(x, x) : x \in W\}$,
- For $u \in \Sigma^\ast$, $a \in \Sigma$, $R_{ua}$ equals $\{(x, y) : \exists z \in W, R_u(x, z) \text{ and } R_a(z, y)\}$.

Now we define how semi-Thue systems encode conditions on $\Sigma$-frames.

**Definition 2.1** Let $u \to v$ be a production rule over some alphabet $\Sigma$. We say that the $\Sigma$-frame $\mathcal{F} = \langle W, R \rangle$ satisfies $u \to v$ if the inclusion $R_v \subseteq R_u$ holds. $\mathcal{F}$ satisfies a semi-Thue system $\mathcal{S}$ if it satisfies each of its rules. We also say that $\mathcal{S}$ is true in $\mathcal{F}$. A formula $\phi$ is said to be $\mathcal{S}$-satisfiable iff there is a $\Sigma$-model $\mathcal{M} = \langle W, R, V \rangle$ which satisfies $\mathcal{S}$, and which has an $x \in W$ such that $\mathcal{M}, x \models \phi$. Similarly, a formula $\phi$ is said to be $\mathcal{S}$-valid iff for all $\Sigma$-models $\mathcal{M} = \langle W, R, V \rangle$ that satisfy $\mathcal{S}$, for all $x \in W$, we have $\mathcal{M}, x \models \phi$.

We assume that a logic is characterized by its set of satisfiable formulas, or equivalently, by its set of universally valid formulas. We call logics that can be characterized by a semi-Thue system using Definition 2.1 **grammar logics**. Those logics that can be characterized by regular semi-Thue systems are called **regular grammar logics**. For instance, the modal logic S4 is the regular modal logic defined by the regular semi-Thue system $\{a \to \epsilon, a \to aa\}$. In order to be able to cope with properties such as symmetry and euclideanity, we now
introduce converses:

**Definition 2.2** Let $\Sigma$ be an alphabet. We call a function $\cdot$ on $\Sigma$ a converse mapping if for all $a \in \Sigma$, we have $\overline{a} \neq a$ and $\overline{a} = a$.

It is easy to prove the following:

**Lemma 2.3** Let $\Sigma$ be an alphabet with converse mapping $\cdot$. Then $\cdot$ is a bijection on $\Sigma$. In addition, $\Sigma$ can be partitioned into two disjoint sets $\Sigma^+$ and $\Sigma^-$, such that (1) for all $a \in \Sigma^+$, $\overline{a} \in \Sigma^-$, (2) for all $a \in \Sigma^-$, $\overline{a} \in \Sigma^+$.

In fact, there exist many partitions $\Sigma = \Sigma^- \cup \Sigma^+$. When we refer to such a partition, we assume that an arbitrary one is chosen. We will assume that the modal operators indexed by letters in $\Sigma^+$ are forward modalities (conditions on successor states) whereas the modal operators indexed by letters in $\Sigma^-$ are backward modalities (conditions on predecessor states).

**Definition 2.4** A converse mapping $\cdot$ can be extended to words over $\Sigma^*$ as follows: (1) $\epsilon = \epsilon$, (2) if $u \in \Sigma^*$ and $a \in \Sigma$, then $u \cdot a = a \cdot \overline{u}$.

**Definition 2.5** Given a semi-Thue system $S$ over some alphabet $\Sigma$ with converse mapping $\cdot$, we call $S$ a semi-Thue system with converse if $u \rightarrow v \in S$ implies $\overline{u} \rightarrow \overline{v} \in S$. The converse closure of a semi-Thue system $S$ is the $\subseteq$-smallest semi-Thue system $S'$ with converse for which $S \subseteq S'$.

It is easily checked that the converse closure is always well-defined.

**Definition 2.6** Let $\Sigma$ be an alphabet with converse mapping $\cdot$. A $\langle \Sigma, \cdot \rangle$-frame is a $\Sigma$-frame for which in addition, for each $a \in \Sigma$,

$$R_a = \{ \langle y, x \rangle : R_a(x, y) \}.$$ 

The following property of $\langle \Sigma, \cdot \rangle$-frames is easily checked:

**Lemma 2.7** Let $\Sigma$ be an alphabet with converse mapping $\cdot$. Let $F = \langle W, R \rangle$ be a $\langle \Sigma, \cdot \rangle$-frame. Then for each $u \in \Sigma^*$, $R_u = \{ \langle y, x \rangle : R_u(x, y) \}$.

As a consequence, semi-Thue systems not satisfying Definition 2.5 cannot characterize more $\langle \Sigma, \cdot \rangle$-frames than semi-Thue systems that do satisfy Definition 2.5.

**Lemma 2.8** Let $\Sigma$ be an alphabet with converse mapping $\cdot$. Let $F$ be a $\langle \Sigma, \cdot \rangle$-frame. Let $S$ be a semi-Thue system over $\Sigma$, let $S'$ be its converse closure. Then $F$ satisfies $S$ iff $F$ satisfies $S'$.

We call the logics that can be characterized by a regular semi-Thue system with converse using Definition 2.6 and Definition 2.1 regular grammar logics with converse. The models of such logics are based on $\langle \Sigma, \cdot \rangle$-frames which guarantees that converses are taken into account.

Originally, grammar logics were defined with formal grammars in [15] (as in [3,10,11]), and they form a subclass of Sahlqvist modal logics with frame
logic & $L_S(a)$ & frame condition \\
--- & --- & --- \\
K & $\{a\}$ & (none) \\
KT & $\{a, \epsilon\}$ & reflexivity \\
KB & $\{a, \overline{a}\}$ & symmetry \\
KTB & $\{a, \overline{a}, \epsilon\}$ & refl. and sym. \\
K4 & $\{a\} \cdot \{a\}^*$ & transitivity \\
KT4 = S4 & $\{a\}^*$ & refl. and trans. \\
KB4 & $\{a, \overline{a}\} \cdot \{a, \overline{a}\}^*$ & sym. and trans. \\
K5 & $\left(\{\overline{a}\} \cdot \{a, \overline{a}\}^* \cdot \{a\}\right) \cup \{a\}$ & euclideanity \\
KT5 = S5 & $\{a, \overline{a}\}^*$ & equivalence rel. \\
K45 & $\left(\{\overline{a}\}^* \cdot \{a\}\right)^*$ & trans. and eucl. \\

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regular languages for standard modal logics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

conditions expressible in $\Pi_1$ when $S$ is context-free. In fact, numerous logics are (fragments of) regular grammar logics with converse, or logics that can be reduced to such logics.

**Example 2.9** The standard modal logics K, T, B, S4, K5, K45, and S5 can be defined as regular grammar logics over the singleton alphabet $\Sigma = \{a\}$. In Table 1 we specify the semi-Thue systems through regular expressions for the languages $L_S(a)$.

We list some of other logics for specific application domains, which can also be seen as regular grammar logics with converse.

- description logics (with role hierarchy, transitive roles), see e.g. [25];
- knowledge logics, see e.g. S5m(DE) in [14];
- bimodal logics for intuitionistic modal logics of the form $\text{IntK}_\square + \Gamma$ [37];
- fragments of logics designed for the access control in distributed systems [1,29].
- extensions with the universal modality [19]. Indeed, for every regular grammar logic with converse, its extension with a universal modal operator is also a regular grammar logic with converse by using simple arguments from [19] (add an S5 modal connective stronger than any other modal connective). Hence, satisfiability, global satisfiability and logical consequence can be handled uniformly with no increase of worst-case complexity;
- information logics, see e.g. [35]. For instance, the Nondeterministic Information Logic NIL introduced in [35] (see also [9]) can be shown to be a
fragment of a regular grammar logic with converse with $\Sigma^+ = \{\text{fin}, \text{sim}\}$ and the converse closure of the production rules below:

- $\text{fin} \to \text{fin} \cdot \text{fin}; \text{fin} \to \epsilon$
- $\text{sim} \to \overline{\text{sim}}; \text{sim} \to \epsilon$
- $\text{sim} \to \overline{\text{fin}} \cdot \text{sim} \cdot \text{fin}$

For instance $L_S(\text{sim}) = \{\overline{\text{fin}}\}^* \cdot \{\text{sim}, \overline{\text{sim}}, \epsilon\} \cdot \{\text{fin}\}^*$.

A frame condition outside our current framework.

The euclideanity condition can be slightly generalized by considering frame conditions of the form $(R^{-1}a^n; R_a \subseteq R_a$ for some $n \geq 1$. The context-free semi-Thue system with converse corresponding to this inclusion is $S_n = \{a \to \overline{a^n}a, \ \overline{a} \to \overline{aa^n}\}$. The case $n = 1$ corresponds to euclideanity. Although we have seen that for $n = 1$, the language $L_{S_1}(a)$ is regular, one can establish that in general, for $n > 1$, the language $L_{S_n}(a)$ is not regular. This is particularly interesting since $S_n$-satisfiability restricted to formulae with only the modal operator $[a]$ is decidable, see e.g. [16,26]. To see why the systems $L_{S_n}(a)$ are not regular, consider strings of the following form:

$$\sigma_n(i_1, i_2) = (\overline{aa}^{n-1})^{i_1} a (\overline{a}^{n-1}a)^{i_2}.$$ $$\overline{\sigma}_n(i_1, i_2) = (\overline{aa}^{n-1})^{i_1} \overline{a} (\overline{a}^{n-1}a)^{i_2}.$$

We show that

$$( a \Rightarrow_{S_n}^* \sigma_n(i_1, i_2) \text{ and } a \Rightarrow_{S_n}^* \overline{\sigma}_n(i_1, i_2 + 1) ) \text{ iff } i_1 = i_2.$$

In order to check that the equivalence holds from right to left, observe that $a = \sigma_n(0, 0)$, and

$$\sigma_n(0, 0) \Rightarrow_{S_n} \overline{\sigma}_n(0, 1) \Rightarrow_{S_n} \sigma_n(1, 1) \Rightarrow_{S_n} \cdots$$ $$\Rightarrow_{S_n} \sigma_n(i, i) \Rightarrow_{S_n} \overline{\sigma}_n(i, i + 1) \Rightarrow_{S_n} \sigma_n(i + 1, i + 1) \Rightarrow_{S_n} \cdots$$

We now prove the equivalence from left to right. Let us say that $u$ is an ancestor of $v$ if $u \Rightarrow_{S_n} v$. Then it is sufficient to observe the following:

(i) A string of form $\sigma_n(0, j)$ has no ancestor.
(ii) A string of form $\sigma_n(i + 1, j)$ has only one ancestor, namely $\overline{\sigma}_n(i, j)$.
(iii) A string of form $\overline{\sigma}_n(i, 0)$ has no ancestor.
(iv) A string of form $\overline{\sigma}_n(i, j + 1)$ has only one ancestor, namely $\sigma_n(i, j)$.

To have an ancestor, a string must have a sequence of at least $n$ consecutive $a$’s or $\overline{a}$’s. The strings of form 1 or 3 have no such sequence. The strings of form 2 or 4 have exactly one such sequence.

Since the regular languages are closed under intersection, the languages $\{\sigma_n(i, j) : i \geq 0, j \geq 0\}$ are regular, while the languages $\{\sigma_n(i, i) : i \geq 0\}$ are clearly not regular when $n > 1$, the languages $L_{S_n}(a)$ cannot be regular when $n > 1$. Hence, this will leave open the extension of our translation method to the case of context-free semi-Thue systems with converse when decidability holds (see e.g. decidable extensions of PDL with certain context-free programs in [23]).
3 The Translation into GF

We consider our translation almost structure preserving. This is because the transformation is defined by a simple recursion, which preserves the structure of the formula for all cases, except for the case where the subformula has form $[a] \phi$. In case the subformula does have form $[a] \phi$, the translation constructs a sequence of formulas that simulates the regular automaton recognizing $L_S(a)$. Some specific features of our translation are the following:

- The translation introduces new predicate symbols, which it needs for simulating automata. Because of this, the translated formula is not logically equivalent to the original formula. The transformation is only satisfiability preserving. Our translation is a reduction, as understood in complexity theory, from the satisfiability problem for regular grammar logics with converse into the satisfiability problem for GF

3.1 The Transformation

We assume that $S$ is a regular semi-Thue system with converse over alphabet $\Sigma$ with converse mapping $\tau$ (and partition $\{\Sigma^+, \Sigma^-\}$). For every $a \in \Sigma$, the automaton $A_a$ is an NDFA (with $\epsilon$-transitions) recognizing the language $L_S(a)$. We write $A_a = (Q_a, s_a, F_a, \delta_a)$. Here $Q_a$ is the finite set of states, $s_a$ is the starting state, $F_a \subseteq Q_a$ are the accepting states, and $\delta_a$ is the transition function, which is possibly non-deterministic. When all rules in $S$ are either right-linear or left-linear, then each automaton $A_a$ can be effectively built in logarithmic space in $|S|$, the size of $S$ with some reasonably succinct encoding.

Definition 3.1 Assume that for each letter $a \in \Sigma^+$, a unique binary predicate symbol $R_a$ is given. We define a translation function $t_a$, mapping letters in $\Sigma$ to binary predicates ($\alpha$ and $\beta$ are variables).

- For each letter $a \in \Sigma^+$, we define $t_a(\alpha, \beta) = R_a(\alpha, \beta)$,
- For each letter $a \in \Sigma^-$, we define $t_a(\alpha, \beta) = R_a(\beta, \alpha)$.

We now define the part of the translation that takes into account the frame conditions. It takes two parameters, a one-place formula and an NDFA. The result of the translation is a first-order formula (one-place again) that has the following meaning:

In every point that is reachable by a sequence of transitions that are accepted by the automaton, the original one-place formula holds.

Definition 3.2 Let $A = (Q, s, F, \delta)$ be an NDFA. Let $\varphi(\alpha)$ be a first-order
formula with one free variable $\alpha$. Assume that for each state $q \in Q$, a fresh unary predicate symbol $q$ is given. We define $t_A(\alpha, \varphi)$ as the conjunction of the following formulas (the purpose of the first argument is to remember that $\alpha$ is the free variable of $\varphi$):

- For the initial state $s$, the formula $s(\alpha)$ is included in the conjunction.
- For each $q \in Q$, for each $a \in \Sigma$, for each $r \in \delta(q, a)$, the formula $\forall \alpha \beta \left[ t_a(\alpha, \beta) \rightarrow q(\alpha) \rightarrow r(\beta) \right]$ is included in the conjunction.
- For each $q \in Q$, for each $r \in \delta(q, \epsilon)$, the formula $\forall \alpha \left[ q(\alpha) \rightarrow r(\alpha) \right]$ is included in the conjunction.
- For each $q \in F$, the formula $\forall \alpha \left[ q(\alpha) \rightarrow \varphi(\alpha) \right]$ is included in the conjunction.

It is assumed that in each application of $t_{A_a}$ distinct predicate symbols are used. One can introduce the new predicate symbols of the form $q$ for $q \in Q$ either occurrence-wise, or subformula-wise. In the sequel, we adopt a subformula-wise approach and we fix that in Definition 3.2, the fresh unary predicate symbol for $q \in Q$ will be always $q_\varphi$, where $\varphi$ is the formula being translated. As a consequence, two applications of $t_A(\alpha, \varphi)$ reuse the same predicate symbols associated to the states of $Q$.

If the automaton $A$ has more than one accepting state, then $\varphi(\alpha)$ occurs more than once in the translation $t_A(\alpha, \varphi)$. This may cause an exponential blow-up in the translation but this problem can be easily solved by adding a new accepting state to the automaton, and adding $\epsilon$-translations from the old accepting states into the new accepting state.

Using Definition 3.2, we can now give the translation itself. It is a standard relational translation on all subformulas, except for those of the form $[a] \psi$, on which $t_{A_a}$ will be used. In order to easily recognize the $\Box$-subformulas, we require the formula $\phi$ to be in negation normal form. One could define the translation without NNF, but it would be more complicated, because we would have to add cases for $\leftrightarrow, \leftrightarrow$, and we would have to take the polarities into account while translating.

Definition 3.3 Let $\phi \in L^\Sigma$ be a modal formula in NNF. Let $S$ be a regular semi-Thue system with converse over alphabet $\Sigma$ with converse mapping $\tau$. Assume that for each $a \in \Sigma$ an automaton $A_a$ recognizing $L_S(a)$ is given. We define the translation $T_S(\phi)$ as $t(\phi, \alpha, \beta)$ from the following function $t(\psi, \alpha, \beta)$, which is defined by recursion on the subformulas $\psi$ of $\phi$:

- For a propositional symbol $p$, the translation $t(p, \alpha, \beta)$ equals $p(\alpha)$, where $p$ is a unary predicate symbol uniquely associated to the propositional variable $p$. The translation $t(\neg p, \alpha, \beta)$ of $\neg p$ equals $\neg p(\alpha)$,
- $t(\psi \land \psi', \alpha, \beta)$ equals $t(\psi, \alpha, \beta) \land t(\psi', \alpha, \beta)$,
- $t(\psi \lor \psi', \alpha, \beta)$ equals $t(\psi, \alpha, \beta) \lor t(\psi', \alpha, \beta)$,
- for $a \in \Sigma$, $t(\langle a \rangle \psi, \alpha, \beta)$ equals $\exists \beta \left[ t_a(\alpha, \beta) \land t(\psi, \beta, \alpha) \right]$,
- for $a \in \Sigma$, $t([a] \psi, \alpha, \beta)$ equals $t_{A_a}(\alpha, t(\psi, \alpha, \beta))$.  

When translating a subformula of form $[a]\psi$, the translation function $t_{A_a}$ of Definition 3.2 is used. The only difference with the standard relational translation is the translation of $[a]$-formulae.

**Lemma 3.4** $T_S(\phi)$ belongs to $\mathbb{GF}^2$ and $T_S(\phi)$ can be computed in logspace in $|\phi| + m$ with $m = \max\{|A_a| \mid a \in \Sigma\}$.

When $S$ is formed of production rules of a formal grammar that is either right-linear or left-linear, then $m$ is in $O(|S|)$. For a given semi-Thue system $S$, the number $m$ is fixed. Moreover, $T_S(\phi)$ has size linear in $|\phi|$ when the logic is fixed.

Because we do the introduction of new symbols subformula-wise, it is possible to put the translation of the automaton outside of the translation of the modal formula. At the position where $t_{A_a}(\alpha,t(\psi,\alpha,\beta))$ is translated, only $q_0,\psi(\alpha)$ needs to be inserted (where $q_0$ is the initial state of $A_a$). The rest of the (translation of the) automaton can be put elsewhere.

Here is the main theorem about satisfiability preservation.

**Theorem 3.5** Let $\Sigma$ be an alphabet with converse mapping $\cdot$, let $S$ be a regular semi-Thue system with converse over $\Sigma$, and let $\phi \in L^\Sigma$ be a modal formula. Then, $\phi$ is $S$-satisfiable iff $T_S(\phi)$ is satisfiable in first-order logic.

The proof relies on the regularity of the languages $L_S(a)$ and on the existence of a closure operator on frames. For details of the proof, we refer to \[13\] or \[12\]. The uniformity of the translation allows us to establish the forthcoming Theorem 3.6. The general satisfiability problem for regular grammar logic with converse, denoted by $\text{GSP}(\text{REG}_c)$, is defined as follows:

**input:** a semi-Thue system with converse $S$ represented either as a right-linear grammar or as a left-linear grammar, and an $L^\Sigma$-formula $\phi$;

**question:** is $\phi$ $S$-satisfiable?

**Theorem 3.6** The $S$-satisfiability problem is in $\text{EXPTIME}$ for every regular semi-Thue system with converse and $\text{GSP}(\text{REG}_c)$ is $\text{EXPTIME}$-complete.

If we would allow arbitrary semi-Thue systems in the definition of $\text{GSP}(\text{REG}_c)$, then Theorem 3.6 would not hold, because it is in general undecidable to determine whether a context-free semi-Thue system is regular.

## 4 Concluding Remarks

We have defined almost-structure preserving logspace transformations from a large class of modal logics into $\mathbb{GF}^2$. We think that this provides evidence that the first-order fragment corresponding to the class of regular grammar logics with converse is simply $\mathbb{GF}^2$, in particular no fixed point operators or transitive guards are needed. In addition, we characterized the complexity of the satisfiability problem for regular grammar logics and our method can be extended to other non-classical logics including nominal tense logics and
intuitionistic logic (see details in [12]). The translation for intuitionistic propositional logic can be obtained by combining our translation, applied on modal logic S4, with Gödel’s translation from intuitionistic logic into S4. (See [31] for the Gödel translation)

The encoding we used is reminiscent to the propagation of formulas in tableaux calculi (see e.g. [20,30,4]) and the study of this relationship may be worth being pursued. We also plan to implement our method, in order to obtain insight into the practical usefulness of our translation method.
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